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You get a 
floor –
while giving 
back.
Looking for an oak parquet floor, but can no longer see 

the forest for the trees? Thanks to The Twelve collection, 

choosing the perfect floor is a piece of cake. Apart 

from colour and number of tones, every parquet floor 

in The Twelve shares the same characteristics: quality, 

comfort and sustainability. Sustainability? Yes, that’s right. 

This is possible because every board originates from 

European oak trees. Every fibre is locally processed and 

treated, resulting not only in a beautiful floor, but also a 

great way to contribute to a better world.
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Every board 
offers...

Harvested and 
treated in Europe.

As far as our ecological footprint is 

concerned, we’re one step ahead. 

How? To start, The Twelve guarantees 

sustainable forest management. Every 

board is made from 100% European 

wood and processed by people with a 

passion for wood in every fibre of their 

being. True craftsmen. So, every product 

is made from ‘neighbouring’ oak trees, 

which means that you, too, can help 

make the world a more sustainable 

place. By the way, we only work with 

wood from sustainably managed forests, 

guaranteed by PEFC. The Twelve: wood 

flooring that gives more than it takes.

Warm feeling. 
Warm feet.

Hot topic! Underfloor heating maximises 

comfort in your living space But is this 

possible with parquet flooring? Absolutely. 

The Twelve is perfect for underfloor heating. 

And since The Twelve collection is not solid 

wood parquet, it conducts better and 

warms your interior even faster. Your bare 

feet will thank you. And if you don’t have 

underfloor heating? No worries! Parquet 

flooring does not need underfloor heating 

to create a warm and inviting atmosphere. 

Check.
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...the same 
advantages.

Maintenance? 
Piece of cake.

The entire collection is treated with 

fantastically strong sealant oil. This means 

that, once installed, it is ready for use. Not 

only that, but daily maintenance is a piece 

of cake. All it takes is a soft (slightly damp) 

broom or vacuum cleaner. That’s it. For the 

occasional deep cleaning, The Twelve offers a 

range of products that give your floor added 

protection, such as ‘The Twelve Maintenance 

Oil’ and ‘The Twelve Parquet Soap’. If you have 

underfloor heating, we highly recommend 

using maintenance oil twice a year in order to 

nourish the wood.

3 mm top layer.  
The perfect topping!

Yes, Sir. The Twelve is a multilayer 

parquet. That’s not solid wood flooring, 

you say? No, but that’s exactly why 

it offers a number of important 

advantages. The Twelve is made up of 

three layers, including a durable top 

layer that is 3 mm thick. These layers 

make sure that your parquet will not swell 

or shrink due to moisture or fluctuating 

temperatures. It’s also the reason we 

offer a 20-year guarantee.
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The TwelveThe Twelve

The number that’s 
right for you.

Alice p. 12 Gabriel p. 24Bill p. 14 Hannah p. 26

David p. 18 Jack p. 30 Edward p. 20 Karen p. 32Florence p. 22 Lea p. 34

Charles p. 16 Irene p. 28

Not every parquet floor matches every style. We’re firmly convinced of this, 

which is why we developed The Twelve. We give every board in our collection 

not only a number, but also a name. This lets you forge a personal connection 

with the parquet style that matches the aesthetics of your home best.

Go nuts! Or perhaps not completely over the top.

Love a floor with lots of large knots? Choose the 

natural signature. Prefer few and small knots? The 

minimal signature is your best bet. Nice to know.

Smoked is synonymous with unique.  

A few of the members of The Twelve family have been 

put through a smoking process. This eco-friendly 

technique gives your parquet even more character. The 

boards in the same floor style may vary slightly as a 

result, creating a more unique look & feel.
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01 Alice 01 Alice

Alice
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Alice, who on earth is Alice? Alice is the first of The Twelve. 

Looking for a slightly tinted parquet without distinct grain 

patterns that offers a sense of uniformity across the entire 

floor? Look no further than our number 1. The warm, light 

brown shade has a subtle greyish vein structure, making 

it perfect for maintaining a sense of harmony on larger 

surfaces. The first in a series of twelve.

Not  
just any  
old floor.
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02 Bill 02 Bill

Bill
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The second member of the collection may have a 

tough-sounding name, but definitely has a warm heart. 

It’s wonderfully warm shade contributes to a sense of 

pure nature, first and foremost because it’s 100% natural. 

Naturally. Every option in The Twelve offers the advantage 

that no two boards are the same, guaranteeing a natural 

look in every square centimetre of your floor. Just looking 

at this number 2 floor makes us feel all warm inside.

Warm – with 
or without 
underfloor 
heating.
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03 Charles 03 Charles

Charles
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The Twelve offers a delightful range of shades, but there 

can only be one that is lightest. Allow us to introduce 

number 3. We call it Charles, but you can call it beautiful. 

This parquet has a light brown shade with a nuanced 

soft white vein structure. A light parquet tends to brighten 

up a room, making your living space appear larger than 

it really is. This gives your interior that little bit more.

Call him 
Charles. 
Or call him 
beautiful.
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04 David 04 David

David
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Sounds sinister, doesn’t it? Nothing could be further from 

the truth. Prefer a dark parquet? Then this is your winning 

number. David gives you a dark brown oak floor that 

combines a classic look with contemporary modernity. 

The visible dark veins lend a touch of character and class 

to the floor. Combine it with a bright interior for the perfect 

match. The name may sound a bit conservative, but the 

result will be anything but.

Dark.  
Fiery. 
Attractive.
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05 Edward 05 Edward

Edward
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Number 5 is perfect for those who truly adore 

wood. Edward may appear rather classic by 

nature, but he is full of character. And extra knots, 

which give you that natural, authentic parquet 

feel. Just that little bit more rustic and raw. As if 

he had walked straight out of the woods, right 

into your home. Wonderful in country interiors 

with soft, natural tones, but also the perfect 

contrast to a modern or even industrial interior. 

Fabulous, as only number five can be.

Love you, 
love you 
knot.
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06 Florence 06 Florence

Florence
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Pure beauty: Florence has it in abundance. This parquet 

floor will make the most of your interior thanks to its light, 

bright feel and white undertone. Florence is not one to 

ask for attention. On the contrary: she gives it. To every 

carefully chosen object in your home. Allowing it to shine 

even more. Number six is modest, yet always makes a 

statement. Just the way you like it. Because you know: less 

is more, especially if you love beautiful and sustainable 

parquet floors. Soon your favourite floor next door and 

under your feet? Pure genius!

Purity 
at its 
best.
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07 Gabriel 07 Gabriel

Gabriel
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At TheTwelve, each board has its unique character. 

And that certainly goes for Gabriel. Totally gaga 

about cooler, greyer tones and a pronounced 

grain pattern? Number seven is the man for you! 

A true original. In every way. Your best friend if 

you want to add depth and relief to your interior. 

Parquet flooring with guts. And the ability to look 

both modern and classic. Gabriel is a solid choice. 

Forever cool, yet warm under your feet. The whole 

year round. In short: heaven, that number seven.

Earned 
his stripes.
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08 Hannah 08 Hannah

Hannah
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Forget high maintenance, Hannah is really easy-going. Effortless. 

An all-rounder, with a natural tone that looks good anywhere. 

She always adapts to your style, whatever it may be. Whether it is 

urban, Scandinavian minimalism or warm and rural. This natural 

beauty - #nofilter – matches sober with style and authentic with 

amazing. Pure class and really irresistible. Can it get any better? 

Definitely! Hannah is just as easy to maintain as our other floors. 

Number eight is well worth the wait!

Natural 
beauty?
Nice!
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09 Irene 09 Irene

Irene
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We call our number 9 Irene. A warm name for a 

warm-coloured parquet. This parquet has the 

least visible veins of The Twelve. The most even 

parquet texture of them all. In large rooms, little 

texture inspires a sense of calmness – not a bad 

idea in the rush of daily life. Irene makes sure 

that you come home to serenity at the end of the 

working day.

Warm. 
Applause.
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Jack
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Think a multi-layer parquet with extra character 

might be just what you need? Does a sustainable 

wood selection that also reflects a passion for 

authenticity feel right to you? Then Jack is your new 

best friend. This light-coloured parquet not only 

gives your bare feet a close-up experience with 

nature, but the grain pattern also looks virtually 

untouched. Ten out of ten for number ten.

Eeny, 
meeny, 
miny, moe.
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11 Karen 11 Karen

Karen
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You can picture it already. A warm, dark parquet. A 

bit more on the rustic side. That feeling of real wood. 

Robust. A floor you won’t regret because rustic is right up 

your alley. Please meet number 11. If you’re not willing to 

compromise on ambiance, look no further than Karen. 

With a bit of luck, she’ll be moving in soon. Knock on wood.

Is ambiance 
your middle 
name?
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12 Lea 12 Lea

Lea
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You might be surprised to learn that a parquet floor 

can also choose you. Our number 12 does just that. 

There are several light-coloured options in The Twelve, 

but this one beats them all. Natural finesse in a warm 

shade. That’s Lea in a nutshell. Character, yes, but with 

a gentle and leisurely pulse.

When 
nature 
calls.
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Sustainability Sustainability

No made in China 
here. We prefer 
to stay closer to 
home.
We weren’t born yesterday, but right 

around the corner. Just like The Twelve. 

Parquet flooring is often made in China 

from wood originating from all corners 

of the world, only to be transported 

7,000 km to Europe for sale. That’s 

not okay with us. We harvest and 

process our wood from our locally 

managed forests (PEFC-certified) in 

the Czech Republic and Slovakia and 

are therefore, unlike many others, a 

genuinely sustainable brand.

Delivered in Europe.
Finally, we deliver the boards to your 

The Twelve dealer. And it doesn’t take 

long because the flooring doesn’t 

have to be transported over endless 

kilometres. That makes us proud.

Made in Europe.
We process the carefully selected oak into flooring at 

our own sawmill in the Czech Republic. Here we dry the 

wood slowly until it reaches the perfect humidity level. This 

results in highly stable boards that will not shrink or swell 

unintentionally. The dried boards of The Twelve are then 

sent directly to our final production line. At our factory, we 

process every board into engineerd wood with the typical 

tongue and groove system, treat it with oil and... it’s ready 

to install.

Your floor.
Your 
contribution.
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Technical Specifications Technical Specifications

Protected 
with oil. 
Ready to go.
We always treat our floors with two layers of oil. One layer is used 

to give the floor colour, while the other is to protect your floor 

even further.

We make things as easy as possible with The Twelve and that means 

that your floor is always installed by a professional – fully oiled and 

fully glued into place. In other words, no expensive final or special 

soap treatments needed. After the professional installer closes the 

door behind him, you can walk on the floor of your dreams from 

moment one.

Heart of pine

We give your floor a serious oil bath so that:

• You can walk on your floor immediately 

after installation

• Your wood will beam with beauty

• Your floor will have added protection

This layer of European 

pine provides strength 

and durability.

Length: 1920 mm

Width: 190 mm

Total thickness: 14 mm

Stabilising backing

This layer guarantees a 

perfectly balanced floor plate 

that prevents warping.

Durable  
protective layer

Wooden oak top layer

Top-quality European oak:

• Cut in 3 mm-thick layers

• A unique process that produces more flooring 

out of a single tree

• No more swelling and shrinking The 

combination of multiple layers ensures 

exceptional dimensional stability when exposed 

to moisture and extreme temperatures. 

We only work with wood from our 

sustainably and locally managed forests 

(PEFC-certified).
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Maintenance Maintenance

Maintenance?
Piece of cake.
When it comes to daily maintenance, the best method is to use a soft broom or 

simply a vacuum cleaner. And to keep your parquet floor looking like new, you 

can always clean it with ‘The Twelve Parquet Soap’.

If your floor becomes dull after a while and you’d like to freshen it up a bit, we 

recommend using ‘The Twelve Maintenance Oil’ in concentrated form. This 

lets you preserve the silky shine even longer if desired. If you have underfloor 

heating, you can also apply this product twice a year to keep the wood nice 

and nourished.

The Twelve Maintenance Oil 

Oil for protecting and 

maintaining oiled wooden floors.

The Twelve Parquet Soap 

Based on natural 

waxes and oils. Cleans, 

nourishes and protects.
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© Decospan 2023 - No part of this brochure may be reproduced without prior written permission. Keep in mind that the infor-
mation in this brochure may be outdated and a new version available. So, make sure to check our website frequently in order to 
download the most recent version. The pictures of the various types of wood contained in this brochure represent a unique piece 
of veneer wood and, consequently, are not binding for future deliveries. Decospan makes every effort to continuously improve 
its products and services. Any resulting changes may be inconsistent with the images and texts in this brochure. Decospan 
assumes no liability as a result of discrepancies between the information and images in this brochure and the actual products 
available or delivered. The content of the texts and images in the brochure are for information purposes only and no rights may 
be derived from them as a result.

Made in Europe

Decospan nv
Industriezone Grensland
Lageweg 33
8930 Menen - Belgium
tel +32 56 52 88 49
hello@thetwelveparquet.com

Want to choose one of The Twelve for your new floor? Stop by one of our dealers 
and experience for yourself the warmth of the wood and excellent finish of every 
fibre. Our professionals would be happy to advise and assist you in making the 
right choice for your floor. Go to www.thetwelveparquet.com/en-en/dealers 
to find a dealer near you.

@thetwelveparquet #thetwelveparquet


